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Dear "1.. Wallace, 

A Bay area friend has sent me your review. While ordinarily I take no time 

to write those who do reviews or those who edit them because I want to spend all 
I can of the time that remains to me to cobtinue making a record for our history, 

you have written the first rviem of , thing by that pig as Orwell used the word 
A 

Posner that reflects critical udge./i/Ind you have a Posner-indleed error in it. 
I'm 85 now and you have a better chance of being aid if and when any if this 

comes apart so I also inform you of the existing sworn-to truth. 

I was Ray investigator for several years. I did the successful habeas corpus 
investigation, then the investigating for the two weeks of evidentiary hearing in 

an impossible in Memphill_then) effort to get Ray the trial he's never had. Not . 
only did Ray refuse tolZaithe confession Posner attributes to him, leading 

your mistake, he risked his life, as his lawyer had told him would happen, to 

interrupt the guilty-plea hearing to make the record that he did not make any 

such confession, 

As that practising and professsional plagiarist knew from my Frame-Up, 

some of wilich he presented as his fin work. 

Your paragraph on Posner's unsuccessful effort to prove there was no 

conspiracy reflects good judgement and common sense I've seen in no review. Let 
me add to what you say there that Ray knew the man whose name ho never spealed 
correctly, Raoul, when he saw him but he had no ,4ea what his correct name is 

and he could phone him only through a cutoff. 

However, I think that if he could have made a real identification he would 
not have. he would never give me a clue, :.ind I wanted clues for his defense. I 

am not a Popper and do not consider myself Perry ason. I was trying to craft 
a defense. Be told me he would not get out of jail by putting another there. 

My purpose, and I got him ttloee pro bonojilUrts 	who in an honest judgement of 

aax honest court would have succeeded with the work they did with the work I did, 

was to try to make the system work. That is a need of our kind of society as it 
is of justice. It did not ilany of the political assassinations and they 

turned the country and the world around. Most people never stop to think that way 
but the assassination of any president is a de facto coup d'etat. (Most of my 

works has been on that and for that reason abchdb all others.) 

The evidence we put in that was unrefuted should have won a trial but 

if the judge had granted we he'd nut have survived, not in that uemphis. So, 
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he held against tie actual evidence but what we put in the record that was not 

refuted led him to soy 	1 s 	sion, and this is close to verbatim, that 
kV 	tt-0/4 

"guilt or innocene 	efore" him. That was his interpretation of the oof 
-04 

that was =refuted that fay had been coerced and .t.lat he had not had th adietance 

of cousel who had conflicts of interest. 

Ponser is a particularly denpi!abIe man. He and his wife came here and, as as 

has been my practise, to use his words in his mistitled Case Closed, Vika him 

"ihe run of the "pismix place, full and unsupervised acces to all my work 4Cluding 

about a third of a million pages I got by a number of VOIA lawsuits some of which 

were precedental and one of whiciled the the 1974 amending of the investigatory), 

filer exemption. In return for what he describes, among other things, as generosity, 

that pig made a series of niggling criticisms of me and of my work Jul no case with 

any taint of accuracy. 

It was not because he is this rind of pig, I'm tined to being criticized and 

disagreed with, that I wrote Case Open.  (I give all writing in the fiJd full 
and free accesiko what it cost me so much to get because I think the use of FOIA 

makes those who use it surrogates for the pepple and most who have used it 

know in advance I'll riot agree with.) It was to make a record for our history. 

About a fourth of what I wrote about Posner was puhished, with no advertising or 

promotion or to th4oest of my knowledge, with even a single review copy sent. Z 

In it I refer to Posner and prove that he has trouble telling the truth byy acci-

dent, that he is a shyster and that he is a plagiariast, having stolen the 

faulty work of a boy of At only 10! as well as that of Failure Analysis. I have 

not heard a peep from Posner or his publisher. Hot a word. 

I am now, with feebleness and as you can see with trouble typing (I have to 

keep my left leg with the foot as high as my heart) doing to that stinker and his 

ng prostitution much more than I did in what he could not respobd to, in Case 

open. I tell you a bit more about the kind of literary whore he is in what follows. 

Not only do I  have the evidentiary-hearing transcripts for which I did all 

the investigating, I also vend the DJ and FBI for a decade to break loose what 

has been broken loose on the King assassinatuon and on King, That was in federal 

district court in Washington, Judge Juno Green sitting. What may seem impossible 

to believe is that at the demand of the DJ, which claimed it needed my knowledge 

my expertise, she appointed me to assistat the defendants in my lawsuit againt 

them! I have the transcript. It may never have happened before but it is very real. 

In the end, althougj got gypped out of my consultancy fee that the DJ promised 

the court it would pay me, I did get in all about 84000 pages. Posner knew all 

this. lie spent three da245 working in the files of which they are part. /e copied, 

as you'll not see in either book, hundreds of pages. 6o, he uses those transcript 
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by crediting them to the Hou..5e assassins committee, which 1 had to practically 

bkudgeon to accept and read and copy (and it ignored the evidence of the 

itself, having begin with the usual preconopetion) and those t411 	records he 

cannot even cite correctly and which 11.'~ creits to the knindnwss of the FBI heart 

are among those I recsued from their official oblivion, as he knew, by that hard, 

long and costly suit. It appears that the FBI hand—fed him what he had let it 

know he'd like because he uses none of the FBI's 41imed evidence of the crime. 

Not a word of it. He merely amines nay was themsassin and 4ells4out a Midwest 

Tobacco Road. 

The actual evidence is that the rifle said to have fired the fatal shot did 

not, that the crime as theorised by the FBI and the Memphis authorities was a 

complete physical impossibilitpn.that Hay was not at the scene of the crime at 

the time of the crime, that he was never identified by anyboRand that'the 

prosecution could not place him even in I'lemphis at the see 	tie of the crime. 

All 171  Imo sworn and unrefuted E-6stimony to which Posner had access, those 

evidentiary hearings. 
1'44 

All that I got under FOIA IS`eoutinbasement and for about four yJars it 

has not been safe for me to use those stairs. 	work for those hearings is 

down th.:re but the transcripts are in my office. I have no gofer. If I can get 

one I'll include some of that evidence and some of the FBI's records in what 

am now writing. I 	God willing, quite those unrefuted transcrips. 

Do not assume from this that it will be a hilit book that some published 

*ill want. Idid the first on the Varren Commission,Mitevash, got more than 

a hundred rejections internationally, without a single adverse editorial 

comment, and I've had en even wore° ohm history because I made a euceoss of it 

without a pony to spent on advertising, The official side, as Posner perceived, 

can be published, and the crazy stuff can be from time to time, but solid work 

most publishers seem to regard as what it might be, a dangx to them. So, and I 

ca4t tell you how many agents would not touch the subject or me, I am again 

writing what I'll leave as a record for kVstory. As I did recOitly with Sy 

Liersh 	what could be#.14Mished because it has nothing on the assassi- 

nation in it but, I have no agent and I, with my record, might be a liability 

to one. 
. erttP--,01 

Pio not misunderstand libat ma r1 liability. In the three decades since 

my first book appeared, with the most seritUs criticism of so many, seriius 

criticism to which my later books added, I have yet to get a call for a letter 

compliPing that I was unfair to any of them, or inaccurate. The actuality is 

that the most consorvatibe member of the Commission, Soha-ttr Ricchard Russell, 
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had a high opinion of my work. 	disagreed with the most basApimmission eon- 

elusion, that single-bullet monstrosity, and he got screwed in what he was mis- 

led to believe was a compromise -tht incorporated his views. And those of 

Republican Senator Cooper of Kentucky. 

Which you nuver read in lour history books or favority newspapers. I have 

all this documented and the Ruasell and Cooper part is fr4 not only my word 

and contact, but the Russell arc ve at the university of Georgia, at Athens. 

(if he has nut retired, an infored member of the claw factlty there named Wilkes 

has written of the abode for the local papers there and none of it got 

picked ups)", 

I did not intend to run on at thin length but I hope that in the future 

you can have some use for it. if you are ever near here, come take a look at the 

archive I leave that will be a permanent public archive at a6 fine, small 

local college, hood College. 

shanks for what is missing elsewhere, an honest review. 

S cerely, 

19147 
harold Weisberg 
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James Earl 
As a Lone.Gunman 

-c 1 /i 

Posnerattempts. to prove there was no. il)..': 
conspiracy in Martin Luther King's murder 
	  crime and brigandry. liay's father 
KILLING THE DREAM 	 was a sneak thief arid 'forger who 
James Earl Ray and 	 admired crooks with vision. Two of 
the Assassination of 	 his brothers are convicted felons. .' 
Martin Luther King, Jr. 	 One sister was mentally ill; his 
By Gerald Posner 	 mother was an alcoholic and unsuc- 
Random House, 447 pages; $25 	 cessful prostitute. . 

Given the background sketched 
Reviewed by Bill Wallace 	by Posner, it is hardly, surprising that 

Ray was a poor student'who drifted 

I
n the three decades since Martin into delinquency at an'early age, or 
Luther King Jr. was shot to death that his brief stint in the(Ariny served 
in Memphis, scores of books and primarily as ' an' introduction to 
articles have questioned whether black-market racketi, -smuggling 

James Earl Ray,. King's. killer, was and organized crime: It is also hard- 
--,...114 	of a larger -•+. +tr_a 	 ly 'a shock that adoleScence in a 
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. 	1 ' 
Gerald Posner ("Case Closed," "Cit- • brooding racism that 'wOuld 'shape 

'King's death, best-selling author inculcated him •with a .mindless, 

. ,1 	izen Perot") attempts to prove that the most infamous event in his life. 
Ray was a • classic lone gunman in 	When Ray was' mustered • out of 
Killing the Dream." the Army after going AWOL in Ger- 

•:' If that phrase, "lone gunman," 
• " 	 ' ' • 

many, Posner reports; he returned 

in' several 
•• sounds familiar, it's the term Posner to an escalating 'series of ''small 

i t .used to describe Lee Harvey Oswald 
	3.

crimes and, after sstays

: in his controversial 1994 Kennedy state and federal lockups, graduated  
in Jef- 

,'.. 
assassination study, "Case Closed." to Missouri State Penitentiary 

There Posner not only rejected the ferson City. There Ray honed his 
many conspiracy theories surround-  skills as a crook; smuggling 'drugs ' ri  

ing JFK's murder, but he also tried and other contraband) He also 
earned a reputation for racism, Pos- 

ported 
debunk some of the highly sup- 

ported findings of the U.S. House of ner writes, and was involved in 
ct 	

sev- 
eral unsuccessful escape attempts Representatives Select Committee 

- - on Assassinations, which had in turn before he filially managed to break • 
debunked the Warren Commission out in April 1967 — little more than 

report accepting the "lone gunman" a year before King's murder. 
theory. 	' 	 Ray's life becomes more interest- 

ing as Posner follows his escape 
- Now Posner attempts to discount from Jefferson City — but its mean-
the theory that King's murder was derings become far less clear. Ray 
plotted by anyone except Ray. In the claims he was enlisted to kill King by 
process, he • paints such a detailed an international criminal he knew 
portrait of Ray and his pathetically only as "Raoul," who originally 
criminal family that by the end, the tapped him to do a series of smug-
reader is more interested in Ray the gling iobs in Canada and Mexico. 
human being than whether Ray act- After a series of minor misadven- 
ed alone. 	 tures, Ray turned up in Memphis at 

Posner traces Ray through his just the right time and place to kill 
dirt-poor Illinois childhood to a fain- King with a single shot from a rifle 
ily with a century-long history of he had only recently purchased. 
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From "KiNing the d.am' 
Three days after Ray pled guilty to assassinating King, he recanted and 
asked for a new trial. 

. Ray: was. picked up a couple of 
.. months later in England while ap-
.;parently4,prepariug.,to.emigrate -to 

Rhodesia. His identification and ar-
rest appear to have been largely a 
fluke. • Ray claims that his eventual 
conviction as. King's killer resulted 
from bad legal advice, and he has 
been fighting for a new trial ever 
since. 

While Ray's contradictory stories 
about the shadowy Raoul are diffi-
cult to accept, Posner fails to come 
up with any real proof that the mys-
terious conspirator did not exist. In-
stead, he. simply points out that 
some of Raoul's actions — for exam-
ple, paying Ray more to smuggle 
goods into Mexico than to bring 
them into more tightly patrolled 
Canada — seem unlikely for a true 
international crook. 

He also notes that some of Ray's 
actions, including acquisition of a 
collection of cameras and photo-
graphic equipment, seem less likely 
part of an aqs:Ksination plot than 
schemes to engage in other criminal 
activity. "Given (the equipment's] 
sophistication and the money he 
spent," Posner writes, "a more likely 
explanation is that Ray was buying it 
for his own freelance venture into 
the porno business." 

Finally, however, Posnefs effort 
to disprove a conspiracy in the King  

murder falls back on the simple 
premise that, had one existed, its 

•`organizersnwould—have had Ray 
killed by now simply to shut him up. 
"Professional conspirators," says 
Posner, "could never be safe so long 
as Ray lived, and he would have 
little' incentive not to turn them in 
to authorities in order to win his 
own coveted freedom." 

However, Ray was no criminal 
mastermind. It is hard to understand 
how he could have prepared for and 
committed the crime — or have 
come so close to escaping capture — 
without assistance from profession-
als. On the other hand, given Ray's 
demonstrably limited intelligence, 
it would not be too difficult for oth-
er members of a conspiracy to keep 
him from learning enough about 
them to become dangerous. 

As for his longevity, why would 
Raoul and other conspirators — if 
they exist — need to shut Ray up? 
Ray has been talking about the con-
spiracy for 31.1 years, and, despite 
dozens of investigations, nobody 
has come up with enough evidence 
to confirm or deny its existence. 

To that legion of unsuccessful 
investigators, you can now add Ger-
ald Posner. 

Bill Wallace is on the staff of The 
Chronicle. 


